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The image contains a drawing depicting two figures labeled "Selgi" and "Svartr." The text above the figures is partially legible and appears to be in a languages such as Old Norse or Old English. The text seems to describe a historical or mythological scene, possibly related to Viking or Norse culture. The handwriting is old and ornate, indicative of a manuscript from a past era.

The drawing shows two figures engaged in a battle, with one figure defending himself with a shield while the other figure attacks with a sword. The scene is richly detailed, capturing the essence of a medieval or mythological conflict.

The text below the figures is not fully legible due to the quality of the image and the style of the handwriting. However, it appears to provide context or narrative to the visual scene, possibly describing the actions or significance of the characters depicted.

The overall impression is that of a historical or mythological recounting, possibly a story or a tale from an ancient text.